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For the AT&T records: 

Address as AT&T Wireless 

• Subscriber information for the number _____________ including name, date of birth, 
mailing address, alternate phone number, and other numbers on the same account.   

• All communication for the wireless number _______________ for the time period of 
_______________ to include cellular calls, SMS messages and Data communications, 
tower locations (LAC/CID or eCGI) and azimuth / beam width for the sectors accessed 
during the communication. Additionally, all content for SMS messages for the wireless 
account of ___________________________ for the time period of 
____________________ .  Also, identify the existence of any AT&T cloud services 
associated with the wireless number of ____________________________ and provide 
any data held within the cloud to include SMS, MMS, and emails communications. 
Additionally, supply “historical GPS Locations”, “Historical Handset Location data”, 
“Handset triangulation data”, aka NELOS (Network Event Location System). Also provide 
any IP (Internet Protocol Addresses) assigned to the device for the time period of 
_____________________. Lastly, provide a detailed definitions page which identifies all 
information in the records.  

Please provide this information to Detective ________________ in digital format on a compact 
disc in Excel, PDF or TXT format.  

Fax to 888-938-4715 or email at compcent@att.com 

 

 

 



For the Sprint Records: 

Address as Sprint Corporation 

 Subscriber information for the number _____________ including name, date of birth, 
mailing address, alternate phone number, and other numbers on the same account.   

 All communication for the wireless number _______________ for the time period of 
_______________ to include cellular calls, tower locations and azimuth for the sectors 
accessed during the communication for all NEID / Repoll’s accessed. Also indicate if the 
tower was Lucent, Nortel, Samsung, Motorola or Ericsson and provide a three sector 
layout.  As well as possible maximum ranges. Also, identify the existence of any Sprint 
cloud services associated with the wireless number of 
____________________________ and provide any data held within the cloud to include 
SMS, MMS, and emails communications. Additionally PCMD (Per Call Measurement 
Data) and EVDO for the cellular phone number of _____________________ for the time 
period of _______________ to include reliability factors for the communication. Also 
provide any IP (Internet Protocol Addresses) assigned to the device for the time period 
of _____________________. Lastly, provide a detailed definitions page which identifies 
all information in the records.  

Please provide this information to Detective ________________ in digital format on a compact 
disc in Excel, PDF or TXT format.  

Fax to: 816-600-3111 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



For the Verizon records: 

Address as Verizon Wireless Legal Compliance 

• Subscriber information for the number _____________ including name, date of birth, 
mailing address, alternate phone number, and other numbers on the same account.   

• All communication for the wireless number _______________ for the time period of 
_______________ to include cellular calls, tower locations and azimuth for the sectors 
accessed during the communication for all Element’s accessed. Also indicate if the tower 
was Lucent, Nortel and provide a three sector layout.  As well as possible maximum 
ranges. Additionally RTT (Range To Tower) and EVDO for the cellular phone number of 
_____________________ for the time period of _______________. Also, all content for 
SMS messages for the wireless account of ___________________________ for the time 
period of ____________________ .  Additionally, identify the existence of any Verizon 
cloud services associated with the wireless number of 
____________________________ and provide any data held within the cloud to include 
SMS, MMS, and emails communications. Also provide any IP (Internet Protocol 
Addresses) assigned to the device for the time period of _____________________. 
Lastly, provide a detailed definitions page which identifies all information in the records.  

Please provide this information to Detective ________________ in digital format on a compact 
disc in Excel, PDF or TXT format.  

Fax to: 888-667-0028 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



For the T-Mobile records: 

Address as T – Mobile, AKA T-Mobile America 

• Subscriber information for the number _____________ including name, date of birth, 
mailing address, alternate phone number, and other numbers on the same account.  

• All communication for the wireless number _______________ for the time period of 
_______________ to include cellular calls and SMS messages  along with tower 
locations (LAC / CID or LTE Site ID) to include Switch / MSC / BSC / Cell Name and 
azimuth, as well as Azimuths for the sectors accessed during the communication. Also, 
identify the existence of any T Mobile cloud services associated with the wireless 
number of ____________________________ and provide any data held within the 
cloud to include SMS, MMS, and emails communications. Additionally, supply PCMD 
(Per Call Measurement Data) aka “historical GPS Locations”, “Historical Handset 
Location data”, and “Handset triangulation data”. Also provide any IP (Internet Protocol 
Addresses) assigned to the device for the time period of _____________________. 
Lastly, provide a detailed definitions page which identifies all information in the records. 

Please provide this information to Detective ________________ in digital format on a compact 
disc in Excel, PDF or TXT format.  

Email: LERINBOUND@T-Mobile.com 
Fax to: 973-292-8697 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



For the US Cellular records: 

Address as US Cellular 

 Subscriber information for the number _____________ including name, date of birth, 
mailing address, alternate phone number, and other numbers on the same account.   

 All communication for the wireless number _______________ for the time period of 
_______________ to include cellular calls, tower locations and azimuth for the sectors 
accessed during the communication for all Switch’s accessed. Also indicate if the tower 
was Lucent or Nortel and provide a three sector layout as well as Explanations pages for 
Nortel and Lucent Towers.  As well as possible maximum ranges. Additionally RTT 
(Range To Tower) for the cellular phone number of _____________________ for the 
time period of _______________. Also, all content for SMS messages for the wireless 
account of ___________________________ for the time period of 
____________________ .  Lastly, provide a detailed definitions page which identifies all 
information in the records.  

Please provide this information to Detective ________________ in digital format on a compact 
disc in Excel, PDF or TXT format.  

Fax Number: 866-669-0894 

E-mail Address: subpoenacompliance@uscellular.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

For the MetroPCS records: 



Use T Mobile wording and contact information.  

For Cricket Records: 

Use AT&T wording and contact information.  

For Boost Mobile: 

Use Sprint wording and contact information.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For Tower Dump wording:  



WHEREFORE, the State respectfully requests the Honorable Court approve this warrant 
directing ____________________________ (Insert Wireless carrier) provide a “Tower Dump” 
for the Base Transceiver station(s) responsible for communications for the location of 
______________ (Insert Latitude and Longitude) for the time period of _________________ 
(Insert time period).  
 
Supporting information for affidavit:  
 
As law enforcement investigators arrived at the scene and started to interview witnesses in the 
case, it was learned that the victims did communicate with the witnesses via cellular devices.  
 
Investigators know that Cellular telephones communicate by accessing Base Transceiver 
stations (BTS) which connect that communication to the network.  
 
Wireless Service Providers maintain that Registry and it can be supplied to Law Enforcement 
with the issuance of legal process.  
 
That Registry, know to Law Enforcement as a “Tower Dump” is able to identify any cellular 
device that communicated with that tower in any manner, IE inbound or outbound calls, SMS 
messages and data communications.  
 
Those Tower Dump records will identify anyone who accessed a tower during a specific time 
frame, which will identify anyone near the scene of the incident at the time of the incident.  
These records can identify the suspect, or any unknown witnesses.  
 
The Petitioner certifies that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the records and the 
information sought by the State are relative in material to the ongoing criminal investigation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Preservation Request wording: 
 



To: _____________________________ 

From: ___________________________ 

Date: ____________________________  

Subject:  As per 18 USC §2703(f) which states: 

(f) Requirement To Preserve Evidence. 

(1) In general.— A provider of wire or electronic communication services or a remote 
computing service, upon the request of a governmental entity, shall take all necessary steps 
to preserve records and other evidence in its possession pending the issuance of a court 
order or other process.  

(2) Period of retention.— Records referred to in paragraph (1) shall be retained for a 
period of 90 days, which shall be extended for an additional 90-day period upon a renewed 
request by the governmental entity. 

 This office requests that you preserve the subscribers information, to include name, 
address, payment information, as well as cell site and sector information for the cellular 
phone number of _____________ for the time period of  ________ to _________.  

Our office is in the process of obtaining a Court Order from the _______________ County 
District Attorney’s office allowing for the release of the aforesaid information. 

 
 
 
 

 

 


